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Abstract. The Bazilevii function /(z) defined in A:|z| <1

by fiz)=[a ZoP(f) giï)" rldt]v" where g(f) is starlike in A,

P(f) is regular with Re P(f)>0 in A and a>0 is univalent. The

class of such functions contains many of the special classes of

univalent functions. The author determines the Hardy classes to

which/(z) and/'(z) belong. In addition if/(z) =Xô°inZ" the limiting

value of I an\ In is obtained.

If g(z) is starlike (with respect to the origin) in A: |z| <1, P(z) is

regular with Re P(z)>0 in A, ß is any real number and a>0, then

ia + iß)J    P^gGOT^fJ

has been shown by Bazilevic [l] (see also Pommerenke [7]) to be a

regular and univalent function in A. The powers appearing in the for-

mula are meant as principal values. We shall denote by B (a, ß, P, g)

the class of functions defined by (1).

Very little is known about B(a, ß, P, g) in general, even though it

is the largest known class of univalent functions defined by an ex-

plicit formula, and contains many of the heavily researched classes of

univalent functions. In fact, we can easily see that for the classes of

convex functions C, starlike functions S*, spiral-like functions Sy and

close-to-convex functions K, we have

(7-5(1. 0, 1, g),
5* =5(1, 0, zg'/g,g),
Sy=B(cos 7, sin 7, cos 7 zg'/g+i sin 7, g),

K=B(l,0,P,g).
The Bieberbach conjecture remains unsettled for Bazilevic func-

tions. J. Zamorski [9] has shown the conjecture valid for the class

B(l/N, 0, P, g) where A is a positive integer. D. K. Thomas [8] has

shown that if /(z) = 2~2ô anzn is in B(a, 0, P, g) and is bounded then

o.-0(l/»).
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For X>0, we say that a function f(z) = 23<T a"Zn regular in A be-

longs to the Hardy class PP if limrJ.r/lr \f(reie)\*dd exists (and is

finite). Eenigenburg and Keogh [2] have investigated the Hardy

classes to which/(z) and/'(z) belong for/£P = P(l, 0, P, g). In this

paper we carry out a similar investigation for the wider class

B(a, 0, P, g), and deduce a growth condition for an.

In what follows, we denote by ka,Az) any function of the form

az(l—e~"z)~2, where a is a complex constant and r a real constant.

We require the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Iff(z) is univalent, thenf(z) EH*,for all X < 1/2.

Lemma 2. If P(z) is regular and Re P(z) > 0 in A, then P(z) EH* for

all\<l.

Lemma 3. If gES* and g(z)7£ka,-r(z) then there exists € = «(g)>0

such that g(z)EH1'2+'.

Lemma 4. 7//'(z)Gifx (0<X<1), iÄe»/(z)EPP/(1-x).

Lemma 5. If f(z) E PP (0 <X < 1) and f(z) = 23o" o-z" then
an = o(n1'*-1).

Lemma 6. If f(z) is univalent, /(O) = 0, X > 1/4, and [f(z)]x
=zx23o bnZn,  then

..   IM      »x
hm-=-j
„-. »»-»     r(2\)

wheren=\imr^r (1— r)2[max|t|_ |/(z)| ].

Lemma 1 is in [5, p. 214], Lemma 2 is well known, Lemma 3 is in

[2, Theorem 6], Lemma 4 is in [3, Theorem 33], Lemma 5 is in

[3, Theorem 28] and Lemma 6 is in [4, p. 104].

Theorem 1. If fEB(a, 0, P, g) with g(z)7£ka,r(z) then there exists

€ = «(/)> 0 such thatf(z) EHU2+'.

Proof. From (1) we have

m = [aJ'p(rtg(rtrV| "

or

(2) f(z)=f(zy^g(zyp(z)/z.

If we let F(z) — [f(z)/z]a, then F(z) is regular in A and satisfies
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<*f(z)*-lf'(z)       aF(z)

z" z

On using (2), this differential equation becomes

ag(z)aP(z)      aF(z)
F'iz)

za+1 z

*(*)■„ 1^

and if O^X^l, then for z = re*6 (0<r<l) we obtain

\F'iz)\Heú W-^-Piz)
o Jo    I     za+1

r2l|aF(z)|x
+ \—11\de=Iiir)+Itir).

J n Z

(3)

¿0

Now

/,(,) = _H   ¿e= -1"
J o    \     z     I ■/o    I z L  z J  |

ax      r2'.
=,W0l/(z)|aMÖ'

and since/(z) is univalent, by Lemma 1, limr<r h(r) exists provided

that

(4) aX < 1/2.

To investigate Ii(r), we aPPly Holder's inequality with conjugate

indices p and q. We have

r(a+l)\ p 2t

~—Ii(r)= U(z)h|P(z)|M0
ax Jo

(5) r /*2t i1/pr r21 T'**[J     U(z)|aX^0J        J     |5(«)N»J

»i/xif) •/,(»•).

By Lemma 3, limr_r PiO") exists if akp^l/2+t(g) — 1/24-e, and,

by Lemma 2, limr,r J2ir) exists if \q<l. Now using (3), (4) and (5),

we see that limr,r 7(r) exists provided that \<l/2a, 2aX/(14-2e)

ûl/p and X< 1 /q, where l/p-\-l/q = l and p> 1. This system of in-

equalities is satisfied with p = l + (l+2e)/2a, g = 14-2o:/(14-2i), and

X^(l-|-6)/(2a:4-14-e), where € is chosen sufficiently small so that

(14-2e)/(2a4-14-2e)<l/2a.
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Hence we have shown that there exists e>0 such that limr„r I(r)

exists if X^(l+e)/(2o + l+e), i.e.

(6) F'(z) E F"+«>/(s«rt-n-.).

ForX = (l+É)/(2a + l+e), wehaveO<X<l and

(7) X/(l - X) = (1 + e)/2«.

By (6), (7) and Lemma 4 we therefore conclude that

(8) F(z) E P(1+e)/2".

Since/(z) =z[F(z)]lla, we have

2t /♦ 2t
/> 2t /• 2x

\f(z)\H6 = rx I      | F(z) |x'°<¿0,
0 "0

and consequently from (8) we see that this last integral will be

bounded provided that \/a^,l/2a+e/2a, i.e. X^l/2+e/2. Since e

is a function of g(z) which is dependent on f(z), we have shown that

there exists e = e(/)>0 such that fEHll2+t, and this completes the

proof of the theorem.

The condition g(z) ¿¿ka,T(z) in the theorem is essential. This may be

seen by taking g(z)=ka,T(z) and P(z) =zk'aiT(z)/ka.r(z). A simple

calculation shows that for f(z)EB(ct, 0, zk'a¡T/ka,r, ka,T) we have f(z)

= ka,r(z). Since

/'2t,            ,             ,    ,         f2r          dd
\ka,r(z)\ll2de=\a\r1l2 \       ---^  | a | V2 r1/2 log

n                                           J o        1 — re'9

we see that ka,T(z)EHin-

By applying Lemma 5 we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary. // /(z) = 23tT anznEB(a, 0, P, g) and g(z)^ka,r(z),

then there exists 0 < v < 1 such that an = o («"). In particular lim „ ..„, | an \ /«

= 0.

In the exceptional case f(z)EB(a, 0, P, ka,T) the limiting value of

|a„| /« need not be zero and, as we shall see, depends on P(z). Since

P(z) is regular in A and Re P(z) >0 in A, P(z) has a Herglotz repre-

sentation given by

(9)
, r C 2t 1 + ze~il 1

P(z) =     P(0)      cosy I       -dß(t)+ isiny \,
L J0     1 - ze-(t J

where P(0) = |P(0)|e*'1', ß(t) is nondecreasing and ß(2w)—ß(0) = l.
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For the class 5(1, 0, P, ka,,) of close-to-convex functions, Eenigen-

burg and Keogh [2, Theorem 9] have shown that

| an | /n -» | aP(0) | [M(r + 0) - p(r - 0)] cos y.

We will prove a similar result for the wider class B(a, 0, P, ka,T) when

cr^l/2.

Theorem 2. If/(z) = 2~L" anznEBia, 0, P, ka.r), where a^l/2 and

Piz) is given by (9), then

| an | /» -* | a | [ | 5(0) | (p(t + 0) - m(t - 0)) cos 7]1/a-

7» particular \ a„\ /»—»0 í/ awá o»Zy t/ mW « continuous at t.

Proof. If we let

/' 2t 1 4- wr" »
--W) = Ew     (co = i),

o     1 - ze~" o

then

1    "
lim — 2Z c*e* = 2[p(r 4- 0) - p(r - 0)] = 25

n->»   »     o

[10, p. 107, (9.3)]. Hence the sequence fcie'^} is summable (C, 1),

and consequently summable (C, r) for r^l, i.e. if Arn and ¿J are

defined by the formulae

(ID (1   - f)-^1  =   è ¿»f",
0

(i2) (i-rrr¿^T=¿^B,
0 0

then Srn/Arn-*2S for r^l [10, p. 76]. Since

, _     T(r + n+ 1)

"~r(»4-i)r(

we have

r+l)      r(r+l)l \nj)

(13) Arn1/n-*0   and   ^/»r-> 25/r(r 4-1)

for r ^1.

Since fEB(a, 0, P, ka,T) we have, by (9) and (10),
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iA.r(Ö)«P(Ö
f(z) =a(

tJ 0
■à\

= aaa P(0) I   f  {—*(1 - e-<rÖ-2o[C(Ö cos y + i sin y]dt,
J o

or, writing f = e_"£ and using (10),

/"(z) = aa" | P(0) | eiaT

f""^! - f)"2a   cos y 23 Cne*"rfn + i sin 7   df.

Next using (11) and (12) and integrating, we obtain

2o 2a—1
r w  5 e~inT °°   ^4      a-*nT      ~l

/°(z) = aaa | P(0) |    cos 7 23 ~~-z"+a   + i sin y 23 —-zn+a
L o    n + a o« + « J

00

= Z" 23  ¿nZ".
0

Now since

. . ,      inr 2a , 2a—1

(« + a)i„e Dm.,p„ Au       .      1
- = aaa   P(0)     -cos y + i-sin 7   ,

«2« ' ' L«2" «2a J

from (13) with 2a ^1 we obtain

(n + a)bneinT       ota" \ P(0) | 25
->-cos 7,

«2<" r(2a + 1)

which implies that

I 6» I        2a I a I« I P(0)|Scos7       | a |» | P(0) | 5 cos 7

m2«-1 T(2a + 1) T(2a)

On comparing this result with Lemma 6 for X=a, we see that

■n = lim (1 — r)2   max | f(z)
r-tl~ Lui=r

= |a| [| P(0)|5cos7]1'a,

and finally, applying Lemma 6 to the function f(z) = 23o ßnZn with

X = l, we have

lim (|an|/«)=„/r(2)=|a| [ | P(0) | [A1(r+0)-M(r-0)] cosy]1'",
n—»»

which completes the proof of the theorem.
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For a univalent function/ we know that/£PP for X<l/2. How-

ever,/' need not belong to any HP" class [ó]. We next show that this

is not true for Bazilevic functions belonging to B(a, 0, P, g).

Theorem 3. If fEB(a, 0, P, g) with g(z)^ka,T(z) then

(i)ifO<a<l, there exists 5 = 5(f) > 0 such thatf'(z) EH1^" ;
(ii) if lúa, there exists 5 = S(/) > 0 such thatf'(z) epp/(2a+i)-H

Proof, (i) On differentiating f(z) =zF(z)lla we obtain

f'(z) = — F(z)^-^i"F'(z) + F(zyi°.
a

For 0 :SX ̂  1 and z = rea we have

I(r) =   f T | f'(z) \He á (—\   f " | F(z) | «*-«>/•» | F'(Z) \w
(14) J°        u Xa/J°

+ (2T\F(z)\^de,
J o

which, on applying Holder's inequality with conjugate indices p and

q, yields

/ r \x r c 2t ~i1/pr c2ir ~i1/s
i(r) á (—J      I      | P(«) |««-"»«»'de I      |P(z)|W0

+  f    | P(z) |x/<«d0.
J 0

Since 1—a>0, using (6) and (8) we see that limr-.i-P(r) exists if

(l-a)\p/a^(l+e)/2a, Xgg(l+e)/(2a + l+e) and X/a^(l+e)/2a,

where l/p + l/q = l and p>l. This system of inequalities will be

satisfied with p = (3+t)/(2-2a), g = (3+e)/(2a: + l+e) and X

ú(l+e)/(3+e).

If we let ô = (l+€)/(3+e)—1/3 then we have shown that there

exists S = S(/)>0 such that limr,i- I(r) exists if X^5 + l/3, and this

completes the proof of (i).

(ii) Since 1—a^O and X>0, by using the well-known distortion

theorem \f(re«)\ ^r|/'(0)| /(1+r)2, we obtain

f(z) (i-a)x   rl/,(°)h(1"o)X

Hence (14) becomes
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(l-a)X    n 2t /»2t

I      | F'iz) \H6 +  I      | Fi» |x'"d0,
■J 0 "^ 0

and we see from (6) and (8) that limr<r I(r) exists if

\ ^ (14- e)/(2« + 1 + e)    and    A/a g (1 4- e)/2a.

Let S = (1 4- e)/(2a 4- 1 4- e) - l/(2a + 1). Then S = 5(f) > 0 and
limr-.j.-/(r) exists if X^ l/(2a4-1)4-5. Thus we have shown that

/£iP/(2a+1)+5, and this completes the proof of the theorem.

In the exceptional case when fEBia, 0, P, ka,T), we have from (2),

f'(z) = a«/(z)«->(---) "p(z)/z^.
\l - e~"z/

Again using Holder's inequality and the result that (1— z)~1EHx if

and only if X < 1, we find that (i) if 0 <a < 1 then/'G-iP for all X < 1/3,
and(ii)if lgathen/'GiPforallX<l/(2a + l).

The author is very grateful to Professor F. R. Keogh for his en-

couragement and advice during the preparation of this paper.
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